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Terrorist Assault Primed For U.S.
London fuels intelligence war to break Bremen
British intelligence is mobilizing its "right" and
"left" networks abroad, in efforts to foment a bloody
wave of terrorism and assassinations in the U.S. The
purpose is to preclude U.S. entry into the international
Grand Design initiated at the Bremen European
Community summit July 6-7.
Carter and the Vance-Young side of the White
House, which has reacted favorably to plans for a new
monetary system which would replace the IMF, is the
main target of the British blackmail and terrorism
operation. West German Chancellor Schmidt has been
particularly singled out for attack by the British for
his pivotal role as an organizer for the new trade and
development-based monetary arrangements.
Two of Britain's top intelligence operatives - jour
nalist and Tory political advisor Robert Moss on the
"right" and "ex-CIA agent" Philip Agee on the "left"
- have been deployed to cover up London's footprints
by laying blame for the terror wave on Cuba and
"revolutionary" groups within the United States.
Under this cover, British intelligence plans to let loose

its full array of

black operations against Bremen and

Bonn with full impunity.
London revealed its intentions to immobilize the
Carter Administration through a wave of drug-related
scandals in an article by Moss in the London Daily
Telegraph on August 7. Moss - a political appointee of
the British oligarchy who carries out his role by acting
as an "advisor" to various "right-wing" think tanks in
Britain and the U.S. - warned that the ioCarter drug
scandal is not over" and its reverberations would be
felt up to the highest levels of the Administration.
Moss, a strategist for the London Institute for the
Study of Conflict and the U.S.-based Heritage Founda
tion who also edits the Rothschild-owned Economist's
confidential intelligence leak
sheet,
"Foreign
Report," invited "investigative journalists" in the
U.S. to "dig deeper" into the Bourne affair.
Moss's article is the signal for another Watergate in
Washington conducted by his right-wing allies in such
organizations as the Heritage Foundation. After
identifying the Institute for Policy Studies - actually

Robert Moss Incites "Left-Right" Battle
Under the headline "Carter Drug Scandal Is Not
over," British intelligence operative Robert Moss

terial as a "long-term personal friend and advisor."
The link with IPS is striking. The Institute for

called lor the watergating 01 President Carter in his

Policy Studies had been described as the "link be
tween the revolutionary and the respectable Left"
in Washington.
...Through seminars, conferences and study
groups, the IPS has succeeded over the years in
building an impressive range of contacts among
congressional staffers and the media ....
With the advent of the Carter Administration,

August 7Daily Telegraph article, excerpted below:

...We have barely begun to scratch the surface of
the Bourne affair and it will be interesting to see
how deep America's much-vaunted new breed of
"investigative reporters" will care to dig. There
are two very big questions to be answered:
1. How did Dr. Bourne, with his long record as a
radical activist on political issues, as well as the
drug question, become a trusted adviser of the
President with wide-ranging responsibilities in the
White House?
2. How far have other radicals - many of them
associated with the Institute for Policy Studies
(IPS) - succeeded in penetrating the Carter
Administration?
... One wonders how many of the people who voted
for Mr. Carter in Georgia in 1976 were aware of the
existence of this institute, let alone the involvement
of Dr. Bourne, discribed in Carter's campaign ma-
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some of the friends that the IPS organizers had
made in offices in previous years moved into offices
in the federal government....
IPS associates pop up in more surprising areas of
the Carter Administration....
The lists of IPS fellows contain an impressive
number of people with government posts.
Since leading figures in IPS have aggressively
supported Vietnam, Cuba, the Palestine Liberation
Organizations and the Rhodesian terrorists and
have drawn Marxist groups into a widening net
work, the links of a government official with the
Institute may be a cause for legitimate concern.
...Will Mr. Carter now take heed?
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one of the key arms of British intelligence in the U.S.

NATO-Warsaw Pact intelligence war, in the course of

- as the "link between the revolutionary and
respectable Left" in Washington, Moss conveniently
lists the names of IPS associates who now hold key
government posts or who otherwise exert a significant
degree of influence within the Carter Administration
(see box).

which Britain's Secret Intelligence Services (SIS)
would proceed to eliminate every U.S. obstacle to a

In point of fact, the IPS agents who occupy key posi
tions in the White House and elsewhere were planted
by British intelligence in the early stages of Carter's
political career.
Moss has also tried a similar blackmail trick
against the West German government in revenge for
its lead role in organizing the new European Monetary
System. In an August 1 Daily Telegraph column Moss
alleged that "left-wingers" in the West German Social
Democratic Party - such as party chairman Willy
Brandt - and other "Ostpolitik" proponents in West
German political circles were pressuring Schmidt to
accept Soviet proposals for a West German disengage
ment from NATO. Moss further alleged that Schmidt
was ready to accept such proposals because of his
impossible relations with President Carter. Unfortun
ately for Moss, the West German government wasted
no time in denouncing Moss's charges as "baloney."
Operation Scapegoat
The flip side of Moss's campaign to target "left"
infiltration in U.S. government circles is the current
activation of "ex-CIA agent" Philip Agee with his
threats to expose the name of every American CIA
agent working in countries throughout the world. Agee
used the occasion of the recent Cuban Youth Festival
to launch his campaign by announcing the formation
of "CIA Watch," an organization set up to deliber
ately "blow the cover" on CIA officials who pose a
threat to British intelligence operations internation
ally.
In an interview broadcast over Havana radio, Agee
announced the publication shortly of his new book en
titled "Dirty Work" about the CIA in Europe, in
which, he said, "more than 700 persons who have
been recently integrated into the CIA offices in West
ern Europe will be named." Agee revealed plans for a
new bimonthly publication called the Covert
Information Bulletin. to be published in Washington.
"Naming names" is to be a regular feature, according
to Agee.
The particularly dangerous twist in the current
Agee deployment is that by launching the anti-CIA
campaign in Cuba, Agee has afforded his masters in
London the opening to throw blame on the Cuban
government for European-style terrorist operations
carried out in the U.S. and elsewhere by Agee's
friends and networks.
Agee, although passing himself off as an "ex-CIA
agent," is an active operative of The Fifth Estate,
CounterSpy, and the Institute for Policy Studies - all
controlled by London. Agee in Cuba is currently
"Option A" of London's various schemes to spark a
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terrorist assault on the U.S. Confirming that Agee's
"left" campaign to expose CIA agents and Moss's
"right" blackmail against the Carter Administration
are emanating from the same source, it may be re
called that Moss himself called for a general house
cleaning and "reform" of the CIA a few months ago,
specifically to rout out possible' 'KG B" infiltration.
Nor should it come as a surprise that Moss's Daily
Telegraph, in possession of an advance copy of Agee's
Covert Action Information Bulletin, "leaked the first

target: the new CIA station chief in Jamaica.

MOVE Shootout Signals
Terror Activation
A Philadelphia police officer was killed and 12 police
and firemen injured Aug. 8 when members of the
terrorist cult "MOVE" started a gun battle with law
enforcement officers who were carrying out a court
order to shut down the cult's commune. The gun
battle, prominently played in local and national
media, is the go-ahead signal for a broad wave of
"European-style" terrorism in the United States.
The MOVE shootout with police erupted when a task
force of police, firemen, and Philadelphia health
officials attempted to evacuate by court order the 20
or so members from the filth-strewn safehouse they
have occupied for the last 15 months.
All the members of the group have been charged
with murder in the killing of one officer and the
wounding of some dozen others. Following the arrest,
MOVE founded "John Africa" (all members use the
surname Africa) threatened that its followers in other
cities would carry out violence against police in
revenge for the Philadelphia eviction.
Despite the attempts by
terrorist-linked
countergangs and liberal press to portray MOVE as a
"religious" group which advocates "simplicity" in
lifestyle, law enforcement officials in Richmond.
Baltimore, and other locales are fully atuned to the
terrorist danger.
Like the Hanafi Muslim sect. which carried out a
major terrorist attack in Washington, D.C. in spring
1977, MOVE is a small brainwashed cult whose
members are programmed on an "anti-culture"
bestialist track. They live in communes without
electricity, heat or running water, eat raw meat, and
refuse to dispose of either garbage or animal and
human excrement.
While the backround of the group is still under
investigation, it is known that "Delbert Africa," the
second-in-command for the Philadelphia group is
former FBI informant William O'Neal, a long-time
agent provocateur who infiltrated the Black Panther
Party in Chicago and set up the police shootout that
led to the death of Black Panther Fred Hampton in
1970.
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